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When you are on the search page, Orbit offers you to launch a query based on key 
words, numbers, dates, inventors names, applicant names ... 

 

Run a search by keyword using Boolean operators and truncation. You can use 
parenthesis to be more precise. The list of operators and truncation is available in 
the Help menu. 

You can also choose in which field of the patent you want to search those 
keywords. If you want to search for keywords in a field, and other words in other 
fields, you can start your search in several lines of keywords. You can open lines 
clicking on the little +.  
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To help you in your search, use research assistants that are placed next to search 
fields.  

Among these assistants, you will find a tree mentioning relevant concepts, a 
corporate tree, dictionaries ... 

 

Try for example the keywords assistant: enter a word in Keywords and run the 
wizard. Orbit will suggest related terms to add to your search. 

 

Launch a search query to access to hit list.  
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The results list shows all patent families found by your request. A relevency score is 
calculated to show you first the most relevant patent families.  

You can navigate in the list, and display a preview pane. 

It is customizable, and you can choose the preview you want by selecting a tab. You 
can show or hide tabs by clicking on the small + on the list end. 

If you click on Concepts, you access a Cloud of Concepts representing concepts 
touched by the patent.  
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When you select one or more patents with the tick-box, a toolbox appears at the 
top of the hitlist offering you multiple functionalities.  

You can :  

 

• Move selection to a list or a Workfile (we will deal with it later in the demo) 

• Export data to Excel, Word, PDF, Intellixir… 

• Send links by mail 

• Download official PDF copies of patent selected 

• Perform an automatic similarity search 

• Search for citations 

• Show TOPS : top assignees in your hitlist for example, as well as Top Concepts 

 

Higher in the page you can see a highlight tool, allowing you to highlight keywords, 
and save highlighting profiles.  
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You can create an alert directly from the hitlist page.  

By acting like this, you will create an alert for the current search query  
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Give a name and a title to the alert, and select periodicity.  

In template, you can choose the format of the alert: Excel, RSS… If you select Add 
to a Workfile, all results retrieved by the alert will be stored in an Inbox. 

Mention recipient’s email address and validate.  
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You can save patent families that you want to keep in lists. If you want to save 
patents just to recover your registration later, use the list (black and white icon). If 
you want to back up patents to work on, add your information and share 
documents, create a Workfile (Blue icon). 

 

For our tutorial, please create a Workfile. To create it, click on the little folder at 
the top of the Explorer.  

To feed it with patent, you can either drag and drop patent families directly to the 
list/workfile, or use the dedicated functionality in the toolbox.  

Note : To use drag and drop option, click on the 6 little dots on the left of the 
patent title.  

 

Lists and workfiles can be organized in folders. 
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You can jump to the workfile by clicking on the dedicated icon in the explorer. You 
then have access to documents stored in the workfile or found by the alerts.  

You can rank patents directly from the hitlist using star ranking. 

You can also attach files to a Workfile such as documentation for example.  
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You can annotate documents by publishing written notes. For this, above the 
preview pane, click Notes, and then Publish Notes. The name of the reviewer will 
be mentioned replacing A430134 in this example.  
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You can create user fields that will allow you add standardized information to 
patents you manage. 

For this, the first step is to create user field. For this, click on the dedicated menu 
on the top of the page, and create user fields you want. It can be value selection, 
text, dates, numbers… 

 

The user fields are searchable. This means that reader will be able to search 
documents using it.  
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Once created, the user fields are shown in the dedicated tab.  

Click on the three dots to edit fields.  
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If you select one or more patent families in the Workfile, a different toolbox 
appears on the top. It features some of the functionality of the hitlist’s toolbox, but 
some others are specific. You can for example: 

 

• Note that a family has been read 

• Delete a family  

• Edit users edit fields bulk 

• Update the patent families data  

• Block future changes 
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The interest of workfiles is based on the fact that they are shareable. The technical 
expert and the administrator can designate readers who have access to selected 
workfiles. 

 

For this, we must create the list of readers. This is done by clicking on the 
dedicated button on the top of the page. 

Orbit asks you to mention an email adress and a password to create a profile.  
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Two methods are available to share the content of workfiles: 

1. Make a right click on the parent folder, and click “Share With”. Then select the 
people you want to share your folder with.  

2. or click on the dedicated icon (icon with the hand). Select the readers on right 
and the directories to which they have access on left, and validate. 

 

To avoid having to duplicate this work every time you create a reader, in the second 
method to share, you can use the Readers drop-down menu above the list of 
readers: it will offers you a systematic sharing of your workfile.  

 

Note that you can also share with other experts or administrators. 
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The reader connects with his email address and password. 

 

It can consult workfiles that were opened to him, and launch a search on them via 
the dedicated search module. This research module will enable the reader to 
search by keywords, inventor… but also on the notes given by the technical expert 
and user fields. 
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To perform an analysis, you must first select the data to analyze.  

 

You can do so either from the hitlist, from a Workfile, or from a List saved on Orbit.  

Select the patents to analyze: you can use selection tool to select the whole list, 
the current page or a range of documents.  
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Once your selection is made, search and click on this button in the toolbox to 
launch analysis module.  

You may be asked to save the analysis after clicking this link if you have launched 
an analysis from a Workfile.  
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You have two options to work on analysis:  

 

• Live analysis if you want a quick analysis, and if you want to go back and forth to 
the search module 

• Saved analysis if you want to retrieve your analysis in the future, and if you want 
to normalize assignees, concepts, inventors… 

 

To save the analysis, click on the dedicated link (1), give a name and select the 
folder.  

Your saved analysis is then visible on the Explorer (2). Use this explorer whenever 
you are in Orbit to access your saved analysis.  
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Orbit offers you the ability to create data rules to normalize the assignee names for 
example.  

If Orbit finds in the patent list for example “BE AEROSPACE” and “B E AEROSPACE” 
as assignee names, both names will appear on the charts. It can thus be usefull to 
group all the BE AEROSPACE patents to have good analysis.  

 

To do so, click on the link “Data rules” tab at the top.  

 

The next page shows you all the assignee names with related occurrences. Be 
careful, if you look at the bottom of the page you will see that there is many pages. 

• Select the assignees you want to group. You can use the filter option for 
help, or the corporate tree if you want to group automatically assignees 
from a same corporation.  

• Once the selection is done, click on “Group”.  

• You can choose to apply the data rule for this analysis only or for the 
next ones too.  

• Give a name to the group, and the job is done.  

 

You can create as many groups as you need.  

Next to the filter you can see a dropdown list : select here the patent field you  
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want to normalize (assignee, inventor, concepts…) 

You can also use the data rules to Exclude assignee names (academics, banks…) 
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As you can see on this image, Orbit can suggest groupings and help you in this task 
by detecting textual similarity and shared ownerships for patents.  

 

If you agree with the group just tick the corresponding check box. You can rename 
the group, remove names… Then click on “Create” at the bottom of the window to 
validate the groupings.  
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You can now create a chart.  

To do so, click on the “Chart types” tab, and select for example the first one.  

 

In a second the chart appears, in this example showing you the top assignees.  

In the right hand side of the screen, a Chart Control tab allows you to :  

 

• Give a name to the chart 

• Select chart size 

• Rename the axis 

• Choose which info to show in the axis (inventor, assignee, concepts, IPC 
Codes…) If you make an analysis from a Workfile, you can select the user fields 
you have given to the patent families (CF page 16 of he previous Booklet) 

• Choose the top you want to analyse 

• Use the color by option (details on the next page) 

 

After modyfing things in the chart control tab, click on Apply to apply changes.  
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You can apply color in the chart to detail the info shown on the graph.  

 

• To do so, select on the dropdown menu the underlying data, for example “Legal 
state” 

• Then click on the text box just next the dropdown menu, and select the data to 
colorize. For example “Alive”.  

• Give a name to the label (usefull) 

• Select a color 

• Click on Apply to color your chart.  

 

You can proceed to multiple coloring in one chart. To add a line, just click on the 
little + at the beginning of each line.  

You can save coloring templates: just give a name to it on the textbox just above 
and chick the save button 
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You can select a portion of the graph to explore the selection, and to drill down: 
this means to create a new graph with the selected data.  

 

You have the selection tools just above the chart: single or multiple selection. If 
you make a multiple selection, don’t forger to “apply selection”. 

Your selected patents appears on the right.  

 

• Click on the drill down tab 

• Then use the dropdown menu to select fields to analye (for example “Legal 
status”) 

• Select chart type (tag cloud, bar, column, or pie chart) 

• A new graph appears in a second.  
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Orbit offers you the ability to export the charts in multiple formats :  

 

• Excel if you want to reproduce the charts in Office 

• Image Format if you want to include it in a presentation for example 

• Use the Orbit Presentation tool (More infos on the next page) 
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You can create and manage online presentations to share with you colleagues, 
clients or all other interested people.  

 

To include an analysis to the presentation :  

 

• Set the charts as you want, including color by if needed 

• Click on the little chain link in the export menus  

• If it is a new presentation, give a name to it. If not, select the title in the 
presentation dropdown menu. You can add comments to the chart in “Optional 
notes”.  

• Click on Publish 

 

Orbit gives you a weblink to share with the viewers of your choice. They don’t need 
to have access to Orbit.  

You can go to another chart type to add it to the existing presentation.  
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Click on the button “Presentation manager” at the top of the page to manage your 
saved presentations.  

On this page you can see all the saved analysis. 

You can edit the presentations by clicking on “Edit” at the end of each line. This 
enables you to add titles and notes to the saved charts, change the order, retrieve 
the link to share…  
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